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Welcome to our 
newly  

revamped   
newsletter. We 
had to take a 

short break due 
to staff        

shortages but 
due to popular 
demand we are 
back with more 

articles,         
information and 
fun than before! 

As always, if 
you would like 
to feature in 
any of our      

articles, please 
contact us via 

email to  
jade@ 

tlmmanagement.co.uk. 

 
It is the time of 
year that people 
love, stress over 
and celebrate so 
please take note 

of our             
important       

notices/dates so 
that you have 

one less thing to 
worry about!  

 
Thank you for 
reading– we 

hope you enjoy!  

Editors Note  

Directors Corner  
Hello , and welcome to TLMs last newsletter of 2019. 
 
As we come towards the end of the year, it’s good to reflect on positive changes within the waste recycling 
industry over the last 12 months. The market for recyclables has been challenging, with cardboard and plastics 
having undergone price fluctuations within the commodities market, but due to TLMs unique position within 
the recycling market, we have managed to source new markets for these materials within the UK. 
 
We have invested in new technology including trommell shakers, and magnet extraction systems which will 
further enhance our position within the local area  as  “The Home of Recycling”. 
 
Other new investment has included the construction of a new building for the collection and destruction of 
confidential papers and magazines. The facility includes the latest state of the art shredding technology and is 
covered by CCTV and audio and all personnel involved within this process having undergone  a stringent 
security vetting process. The unit has been awarded the UKKSSA standard (United Kingdom Security 
Shredding Association ) allowing us to destroy papers from clients such as schools, solicitors and the NHS. 
 
Other exciting developments include real time tracking of vehicles with the latest tablet based systems that 
are used by the drivers to record information such as times, weights , delays, and all done in real time, with 
the client able to have this information emailed to them as soon as the job has been    
completed. In addition we will be investing in new vehicles for 2020 which will include 
new electric vehicles.   
 
So hopefully this will give you a good insight into how we will be moving into the new 
year. 
 
On behalf of myself and all the rest of the TLM team, thank you for your  support, and 
it only remains for me to wish you all a very happy Christmas , and a  prosperous new     
   year . 

Graham Bateman 
Sales Director 
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Staff Appointments  

This is Toby, our new   

RoRo driver. Toby is   

coming on in leaps and 

bounds and has been a 

great addition to the team!  

Our security shredding    

department is taking off and 

this is our new driver Peter. 

Read about it on page 8!  

Please welcome Billy to TLM. 

He was too young to drive for 

us, but is currently working in 

the yard to gain experience in 

the waste industry. 

Hello to Lesley—our latest      

addition to our accounts team  

- be warned—she will be   

chasing you if you don’t pay 

your bills!  

Brad joined us in October 

after we took 5 more       

vehicles in house to service 

and maintain. He will be 

joining our workshop team.  

Hi to (another!) John! 

John will be joining the 

other two johns, moving 

waste to energy for us. 

W�lc��� t
 ��M!  
 

A warm welcome to all of our new staff, and a well done 
for those who have made the newsletter for  

progression within the business!  
 

As you can see, we are constantly expanding our team 
as we get bigger and bigger as a company! Keep an 

eye out on our Facebook page for job offers!   

This is David our newest skip 

driver!  Check out our ‘Day 

in the life of a skip driver’ on  

page 10.  

Garry is one of our bulker     

drivers moving waste to    

energy for us on a daily basis.   

Say hi to Sheena our new 

Transport Manager! Sheena is 

running out transport team and 

drivers, making sure everything 

runs smoothly and efficiently!  

John came to us from coach 

driving, we trained him up as a 

skip driver, he then passed his 

class 1 and drives a TLM bulker.  
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REC YCLING 

F IGURES 

A ROUND THE 

WO RLD 

The top 5 countries for  

recycling: 

Germany 56.1% 

Austria 53.8% 

South Korea 53.7% 

Wales 52.2% 

Switzerland 49.7% 

 

Plastic bags are used for 

an average of 12 

minutes but take 500-

1000 years to break 

down in the              

environment! 

 

Micro plastics consumed 

by fish and crustaceans 

stay in their digestive 

systems for longer than 

50 days!   

 

Micro plastics not only 

contain chemicals that 

harm sea life but they 

also trick the creature 

into believing they are 

full causing them to stop 

eating and die.  REDUCE  REUSE RECYCLE 

REDUCE  REUSE RECYCLE 

What in 

the 

world…?

We know that here in the UK we are trying to educate the 
population into following the reduce, reuse, recycle ethos 
with some areas being more successful than others. Across 
the globe we are seeing more and more innovative ways to 
reduce the amount of waste we produce, and recycle what 
we already have.  
 
We feature some of the worlds most fascinating answers to 
reducing on our Facebook page but for those who don’t 
follow us, read on for some of the ideas that have        
impressed us the most as well as some of our favourite 
recommendations!  
 
 

STEP 1 : R E D U C E 

Introducing:  Zero waste shampoo!   
Soul and Soap are ahead of the reducing waste game in the beauty 
industry by eliminating the need for plastic shampoo and conditioner 
bottles. Soul and Soaps shampoo bars are packed with powerful 
natural ingredients which are ethically sourced and sustainable, smell 
amazing, and take up hardly any space in your luggage if you are off 
on your travels! Bars are available to buy ‘naked’ - without 
packaging, or in a 100% recyclable aluminium tin. They even pack 
their orders in cardboard boxes, using 100% biodegradable packing 
‘peanuts’ made of corn-starch!  
 
Check out their website: www.soulandsoap.co.uk 

Introducing: Banana Leaf Packaging 
Thailand have cut their plastic waste down by wrapping vegetables in 
banana leaves rather than plastic. The large leaves are thick and 
supple enough to be folded and are readily available in tropical 
countries. Banana leaves are also used around Asia as alternates to 
plates; sticky rice is wrapped in handy takeaway parcels and in    
Hawaii, they are used in hog roasts to protect the pig from hot 
coals! 

Introducing: Edible Water Bottles (Pictured left) 
Using ‘reverse spherication’, an edible waste orb has been produced 
which can contain water—and many other flavoured drinks. Made from a 
chloride and seaweed, the orb is edible—or if you don’t wish to eat it, the 
orb is fully biodegradable, reducing the need for plastic. We think this is an 
‘all round’ great idea!  
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REDUCE  REUSE RECYCLE 

STEP 2: R E U S E 
 
Introducing: Reusable Straws 
It is estimate that England use 4.7 billion plastic straws. Setting aside the clear up costs of 
straws, the plastic take years to break down. The government is now aiming to ban plastic straws 
between October 2019—2020. There are already many alternatives, including stainless steel, 
silicone straws, paper straws and even straws made from noodles!   
 

Introducing: Reusable Food Wraps 
Instead of cling film which cant be recycled due to the chemicals 
and resins added to it, bees wax wraps are available. They are 
100% natural, and the organic fabric allows food to breathe so 
food stays fresher for longer. These wraps are biodegradable 
too!  Alternatively, silicone food wraps which can be stretched 
over food and containers are also available in varying sizes. 
 

Introducing: Reusable/Biodegradable—Bathroom Accessories  
“Listen ‘ere” - did you know that one of the most commonly used items 
in the bathroom—cotton wool isn't recyclable? The government want 
to ban cotton wool ear buds— so check out these biodegradable ones 
from BigGreenSmile  and these reusable cotton wool pads found on 
Amazon!  

 
Introducing: Reusable Bottles  (Pictured left)  
Check out our transport team rocking their reusable bottles and  
reducing their plastic footprint!  
 
 
Introducing: Reusable Shopping 
Bags (Pictured right)  
To the right we have Kirk modelling 
his reusable shopping bag!  
 
 

Introducing: Reusable note books and Pens  
(Pictured left) 
We found this reusable notebook and pen set on amazon, 
claiming to be the worlds first endlessly usable notebook which was made in America. 
Paired with Pilot Frixon pens, you can wipe this note book clean with a damp cloth 
and reuse it over and over again!  
 
 
 

�Roll on/offs  20-40yards 

 

�Skips 4yard—16yard 

 

�Front end loader’s 

 

�Trade waste collections  

    with dedicated rounds       

    for cardboard/paper/ 

    glass/general waste 

 

�Arctic Collections (with   

   MOFFETT if required)  

 

�Secure Waste  Removal 

 

�Asbestos Removal 

 

�Office Paper collections 

 

�All types of scrap metal  

  

�Confidential Shredding  

 

�Flatbed/Box lorry  

     Collections 

 

TLM        

SERVICES 

Did you know TLM  

offers all of the     

following services? 

REDUCE  REUSE RECYCLE 
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The shops are run as businesses, rather than charities and their sales are on the rise. 
Since opening, the mall has sold £2.8m worth of   products and averages around 700 
visitors a day! ReTuna also organises events, workshops, lectures and more that focus on 
sustainability.  
  
"If you can have a trendy, fashionable way to do sustainable living," says Anna, manager 
of the ReTuna Mall. "I think mainstream customers can follow that - in high heels."  
 
 
 

Introducing: Tax Relief and Credits 
In 2017 the Swedish Government reformed their tax system to say people could get cheaper repairs on used items. Where as in Taipei, for 
every bottle or can that you recycle, you get credit onto your travel card.  
 
Introducing: The Plastic Road company   
Inspired by watching people in Southern India put waste plastics in to potholes and then set it alight to melt it as a temporary pothole repair,  
provided MacRebur’s CEO Toby McCartney with the idea of producing a granulated mix of plastics and add them to enhance asphalt roads. 
This mixture extends and enhances the bitumen binding, as well as helping to solve the waste plastic epidemic.  
 
Introducing: Reverse Vending Machines (Pictured right)  
Elsewhere in the world, vending machines are becoming popular. These machines vary from company to 
company but the concept is that they accept your empty plastic bottles in exchange for money off of the 
drink you are purchasing or other rewards.  

 
 

 
 
 

Introducing: Second hand shopping malls 
Eskilstuna, Sweden opened the worlds first ever second hand   
shopping mall. The mall houses 14 speciality stores covering     
everything from clothes to DIY tools, book shops, toy stores to a 
pet accessory shop with a catch: all of the stores only sell pre 
loved, or upcycled items. 
 
Based next to the local council recycling plant, homeowners can 
drive beneath the mall and drop off items believe to be resellable 
or are able to be upcycled.  

TLM Management News 
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STEP 3 : R E C Y C L E 

REDUCE  REUSE RECYCLE 

Introducing: The TrashCam  (Pictured left) 
A group of students in America looked through their schools general 
waste, recycling and compost bins and discovered only half the waste was 
ending up in the right bin. The students designed a Raspberry Pi based 
device that takes a photograph of the waste and uses photo classification 
to tell the person which bin to put the waste in.  

So reader; have you upcycled anything? (Check out page 8 for our drivers upcycled inventions!) Have any 
great ideas on how to recycle?  (Mine would be to get rid of the resalable sticky label on the backs of bags 
of chocolates and sweets—who doesn't eat a whole bag in a sitting?!) Drop us a Facebook message and 
pictures of your recycled goodies and be featured on our social media page and magazine!  
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News, Events and Important Dates  
Danny Dignum is 
now ranked 12th  

out of 100 boxers in 
the country! Winning 

fight after fight,   
Danny now holds the 
WBO European title 
which will give him 
the top world 15 
ranking with the 

WBO. We couldn't be 
prouder of him and 

will continue       
cheering him on!  

Jasmin Palmer (daughter of Denise in accounts) recently did some fund    
raising for a the World Wildlife Fund which TLM donated a skip for! There was 

a raffle , food stalls, talks and demonstrations. Jasmin raised over £700!      
Well done Jasmin!  

McMillan Cancer Support Morning. 
A MASSIVE thank you to everyone that 

baked, bought, ate and supported us for 
our McMillan Morning. We raised £550! A 
well done to Graham Bateman for winning 
the berry competition, and to Andy White 

for coming second closest to guessing how 
many berries were in the pie!  

CONGRATULATIONS 

TO MARIO!  

 
Mario was awarded ‘Best 

Contractor Driver’ by Veolia 
whose waste we haul for 

them!  
 

Well done Mario—we are all 
super proud of you. 

 
 

TLM are now proud sponsors of not only 
boxer Danny Dignum, but two local      
football teams! Check out their new     
uniforms!   

CLOSURE DATESCLOSURE DATESCLOSURE DATESCLOSURE DATES    
Wednesday 25th December Closed 

Thursday 26th December Closed 

Wednesday 1st January 2020 Closed 

If your services fall on any of the above 
dates and you  still require your           
containers emptied, please email  
transport@tlmmanagement.co.uk  

to rearrange a date.  
Likewise, if you are closed on any other 
day than those listed above, and do not 
want us to attend, please contact us on 

the above email to avoid any wasted     
journey charges.  
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...a Skip Driver... 

A Day in the life of... 
D: I knocked myself clean out 

once. I had the booms down 

and I bent down to pick up the 

hooks and then stood up and 

wacked my head, knocking 

myself out. And it was     

chucking it down with rain– 

typical!  

Since we are talking about 

“reduce, reuse, recycle” this 

issue, is there anything that 

you have ‘upcycled’ from a 

skip? 

N: Bicycles! (example below) 

I’ve made a tiki bar for my 

house, and I even have an 

upcycled boat in my garden 

with plants in it. I also made a 

fire pit (above). 

D: I have upcycled all sorts! I 

made a coffee table out of a 

rover V8 engine. 

Thanks for the insight guys!  

 

You guys navigate some pretty 

tight spaces—have you ever 

gotten stuck?  

N: I backed down a tight alley-

way to deliver a skip and 

couldn't open the door as it 

was that narrow. The customer 

asked if I could climb out of 

the window… 

 

A: I have got stuck in the mud 

before. I also got stuck on the 

steepest hill in Benfleet in the 

snow and nearly tipped the 

lorry over!  

 

D: Badly. I was round the back 

of Hanningfield on a farm. I 

could see the hardstanding and 

thought I was fine. Next thing, 

I was sunk down to my axels 

and stuck for four hours. They 

had to get two tractors to pull 

me out!  

 

Any funny stories?  

A: Other than working here 

every day…! Not me, but a 

colleague I worked with used 

bungee cords to operate the 

leavers on his lorry so he    

didn't have to stand and wait. 

He came back from leaving the 

lorry and getting his ticket 

signed, to the bungee cord 

being pinged off and stuck in 

the tree above it!  

One that was me- I doing a job 

around the the school run time 

so I was driving slow past the 

school, and ten rats jumped 

out of the back of the skip and 

chased the kids!  

Ahoy there Skippers! You guys 

must have seen some           

interesting things in your times 

on the road...what's the       

weirdest, and most wonderful 

find you have discovered in a 

skip? 

 

Nigel: I had a buzzing carrier 

bag in a staff members skip…!  

We also have enough to make a 

full riot uniform as well!  

 

David: I have founds some 

really cool stuff in skips—I’ve 

found Segway's, fishing gear, 

and a massive stag skull! 

 

Slightly overloaded skip– no room to 

rummage!   

 

What inspired you to become a 

skip driver and how long have 

you been driving for? 

N: I was out of work and I was 

offered a job—its like prison—

once you get in, you cant get 

out (of skip driving)!  

 

Andy: I don’t really know—I 

was an engineer but it was    

boring!  

 

D: I have been driving since I 

was about 20 years old. I did 

my HGV because it was a good 

money earner. I didn't start on 

skips originally. 

 

Meet The Team!  

Andy 

4 years with TLM 

David Penny 

Less than 1 Month with 

TLM 

“ONE MANS 

TRASH IS       

ANOTHER MANS 

TREASURE!”  
Yotam Ottolenghi  

Nigel  

9 years with TLM 
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“I’ve got a customer that wants a 35 

yard roro with a rear door so they can 

walk the rubbish in.” 

“They all have rear opening doors.”  

“No, they need it to open so they can 

walk the rubbish in.” 

“Again—they all have rear doors 

that open as that’s how we tip the   

rubbish out…” 

“Oh yeah…” 

Customers: Customers: Customers: Customers: You cant live with them and you cant live without them! Feast your eyes on possibly some of the best over loaded skips that we have ever 

had, as well as reading our favourite things customers have called us about!  

Container Overload!  

Customer: “I booked a skip and 

told them I didn't want it until 

8am and he turned up at 5 to 

8...” 

A legitimate complaint received 

in October 2018!  

This customer (above) didn't believe the skip was the same size as the 
full one we exchanged it for, so he busted out his tape measure. It was 
exactly the same size skip so he was a happy customer in the end!  

OVERLOADED WINNER!  
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Confidential Shredding Service  
A year ago today we launched our confidential shredding service– a service 
designed to give you peace of mind, securely collecting, destroying and   
recycling 100% of your confidential waste papers.  
 
We have taken on a new driver—see page one—who is fully vetted, who will 
arrive to site looking smart in his TLM Security Shredding Uniform, complete 
with ID badge and announce himself on site, before collecting your bags/
crates/boxes or wheeled containers full of confidential waste. Following the 
reduce, reuse, recycle principle, we have reduced the amount of paper work 
we provide here at TLM by going digital with many of our tickets. This means 
that the driver will had you a digital tablet to sign, which can then email you a 
copy of the signed ticket, a confirmation report showing the time, date, GPS coordinates your security waste was collected from, drivers name, 
and the amount of bags/bins collected.  

 
Our vehicles and drivers tablet are fully tracked so we can pin point where our vehicle is at all times. Our containers 
are lockable with anti  tamper plates so that no wandering hands should work their way in to their bin. No room for a 
bin? We can provide bags with zip tie tags for you to use.  
 
We use an Ulster shredder which shreds all   
papers down to 12mm before landing into a 
sealed compaction unit. Once the unit is full, it 
then goes to a UK mill to be recycled. All   
shredding is completed within 24 working 
hours of collecting the job—operated by fully 
trained and  security checked staff.  Certificates 
of   destructions are generally sent by email to 

reduce the amount of paper we use, but can be printed off and posted 
to you if you do require.    
 
We are a used and approved supplier for the NHS. Our facility and    
services are fully certified by UKKSA—the United Kingdom of Security 
Shredding. Got important meetings coming up or just want to look at 
your figures? We can also set you up to receive, weekly, daily,         
fortnightly, monthly or even yearly reports of your collections. Handy 
when you want to show how green your company is!  
 
For a no obligation quote, speak to our sales director Graham on 
01268 527773 or email him at graham@tlmmanagement.co.uk 
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A C R G A S H H B A 

R E A T E B I R J Y 

C L S T U R I E T J 

F E I Y F G S C Y S 

R B E T H I U Y O J 

C R S T A E G C P D 

S A U S U R H L G I 

R T E V I T S E F C 

V E R R C B F R V E 

E T R E D U C E U R 

Answers Answers Answers Answers: 1: I’ll be home for Christmas  2: Silent Night 3: Rudolph the red nose reindeer  4: Silver bells  5: Grandma got run over by a reindeer  

BRIGHT 

RECYCLE 

JOY 

FESTIVE 

REUSE 

CELEBRATE 

GIFTS 

REDUCE  

Just for fun  

Emoji Christmas Songs!  
Can you work out the songs using the emojis below?  

Answers are at the bottom of the page.  

 

 

1. 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

 

3. 

 

 

 

4. 

 

 

 

5. 

What did Adam say the day before Christmas?  

Its Christmas, Eve!  

Why do mummies like Christmas?  

Because of all the wrapping!  

How was the snow globe feeling?  

A little shaken!  

What is a reindeers favorite instrument?  

Horns!  

Just for giggles!  

Grab a cup of tea and a mince pie and sit and complete 

our crossword. Words can be  forwards, backwards and 

diagonal. Help Santa find his reindeer in the maze to 

the right, or test your brain with our emoji quiz below!  
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FIVE CHRISTMAS TREES!  

On the twelfth day of Christmas TLM recycled for me… 

Twelve empty sweet tins 

Eleven bags of baul bauls  

Ten Christmas Crackers  

Nine sets of tree lights  

Eight Whiskey bottles  

Seven tonnes of tinsel 

Six confi-waste bins 

Four cardboard bales Three Christmas cards  Two woolly gloves  

And a skip full of solid concrete!  

From Everyone at TLM.  
We will leave you with our version of the twelve days of Christmas—we hope you enjoy!  


